
Dress on Commencement 
 
 
Males are  required to be properly attired by  
1. wearing short hair (Long hair should be properly styled.) 
2. not wearing mustache and beard 
3.  not wearing any accessories such as bracelets, earrings, and bracelets. 
4. wearing a long-sleeved white shirt without pattern  
5. wearing a black or navy suit (Both jacket and pants must be of the same color.) 
6. wearing a necktie with the University emblem 
7. wearing a black leather belt with the University buckle  
8.  wearing a graduation gown with the University pins  
9. wearing black leather shoes and black socks 
 
 
 
Females  are required to be properly attired by  
1. setting the hair style smoothly and orderly  
2. not wearing any accessories such as bracelets, earrings, and bracelets  
3. wearing a short–sleeved white shirt with a placket having the University silver  
    buttons by buttoning at the neck with a pellet 
4. wearing a black leather belt with the University buckle 
5. wearing a black or navy skirt which should be shorter than a gown. 
6. wearing  a graduation gown with the University pin  
7. wearing black shoes with 2-3 inch high  
          
          Shoes with open front or back are not allowed. 
 
 
 
 
Female Muslim Graduate Costume  

A costume consists of a proper style long skirt which covers the knees  and a 
white long-sleeved shirt with  four silver buttons, having the University buckle. The 
shirt must be buttoned at the neck and the cuffs. The leather belt must be black  with 
the University buckle.  The shoes must be black with 2-3 inch high heels. A modest 
black headscarf (hijab) without pattern must completely cover the hair with the edge 
tucked into the shirt’s collar .  

 
 

 
The government officials, military and police officers must wear their own 

uniforms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Proper Way of Wearing the Hood (Collar Gown) 
 
Hood in front of the gown  
         Pull down the edge of the hood to cover the stripe with each color represents 
each faculty and it should be between the University pins. To affix the hood with the 
shirt, use safety pins to attach to the shirt and black silk thread to attach to the button 
of the shirt. 
 
 
 Hood at the back of the gown 

Adjust the hood, then tie the black silk thread with the button in the middle of 
the gown. Make sure the fastening is at the right length. Roll out the edge of the hood 
to show the stripes of the University customary colors.  
 
 
 


